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Abstract
We report the ﬁrst measurements of electron transparency, ion transparency and ion feedback of a mass produced
3M GEM. Our results indicate that a mass produced GEM and a CERN GEM have similar values of these three
quantities.
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1. Introduction
The future Linear Collider (LC) creates challenging momentum resolution and multi-track separation requirements for a charged particle
tracking detector. A Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) may provide the best combination of
detector segmentation and continuous track measurement [1]. However, the segmentation of
current technology, TPCs, is insufﬁcient for
precison reconstruction of LC events.
A TPC readout based on a Micro Pattern Gas
Detectors (MPGD) such as a GEM (Gas Electron
Multiplier) [2] or MicroMEGAS [3] promises to
provide improved segmentation and resolution.
MPGDs employ micro-electronic fabrication techniques to deﬁne microstructures around which
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sizable gas ampliﬁcation can be achieved. In a
MPGD segmentation is improved due to reduced
transverse signal size, and spatial resolution is
improved both due to the reduced transverse
signal size and the reduced E  B distortion of
the drift path in the vicinity of the ampliﬁcation.
Operation in a high-rate environment is simpliﬁed
because MPGDs naturally suppress ion feedback
into the drift volume of the TPC.
In this paper we measure the ion feedback, ion
transparency and electron transparency of a massproduced GEM. A GEM is one of the most
promising MPGDs: it consists of a 50 mm Kapton
foil clad on each side with 5 mm of copper. A
matrix of holes typically 70 mm diameter on a
140 mm pitch is chemically etched through the
copper and Kapton layers. Application of a
suitably large voltage difference between the metal
layers of the GEM produces an electric ﬁeld in the
holes sufﬁcient for gas ampliﬁcation. The charge
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produced can be collected by the GEM or by a
separate charge collection device. Large gas
ampliﬁcation can be obtained by operating GEMs
in a cascade where the ampliﬁed charge produced
in the ﬁrst GEM is transferred to a second GEM
where further ampliﬁcation takes place [4].
Until now GEMs have been produced by a time
consuming and complicated chemical etching
procedure with little automation. However, the
ﬁrst mass production of GEMS was recently
achieved [5,6]. The development of mass manufacturing techniques for GEMs is important
because it may reduce cost and procurement time
for large-scale implementations such as TPCs and
hadron calorimeters, neutrino and other rare event
detectors and in many other GEM applications,
for a review see Ref. [7]. It is important, however,
to establish if mass produced GEMs possess the
same properties as individually produced GEMs.
Preliminary studies of gas gain and energy resolution indicate that this is the case [6] but so far no
measurements of transparency or feedback have
been performed.

2. Experimental arrangement
Electron (ion) transparency is deﬁned as the
ratio of the number of electrons (ions) which enter
a GEM hole to the number of electrons that exit a
GEM hole and arrive at a charge collection plane.
The measurement of transparency is subtle. Consider for example electron transparency. The
transparency is never unity as some fraction of
the electrons are lost before they reach the readout
plane due to diffusion. If the GEM is operating
with signiﬁcant gas ampliﬁcation there is also a
cancellation effect between ampliﬁed electrons and
positive ions drifting in opposite directions in the
GEM holes [8].
The experimental arrangement, shown in Fig. 1,
consists of a single GEM and two metalized
unsegmented G-10 boards that serve as the drift
electrode and the charge collection plane, respectively. A beam of collimated X-ray photons from
an X-ray generator enter the detector between, and
parallel to, the drift plane and GEM upper
surface. This arrangement, which is similar to that
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Fig. 1. The experimental apparatus. In this ﬁgure the four
currents; drift, GEM upper, GEM lower and readout are
denoted by IDRIFT ; ITOP ; IBOT ; and IANODE ; respectively.

used in Ref. [9], ensures that primary ions are
produced entirely above the GEM. (If the photons
entered though a window in the drift electrode
they may convert in the GEM holes or after the
lower GEM electrode, thereby complicating the
measurement of transparency.) To avoid charge
ampliﬁcation, a high-intensity photon beam is
used so that a large amount of charge is liberated
in the gas and consequently large readily measurable currents are produced on the electrodes.
Currents on each of four electrodes, drift, GEM
upper, GEM lower and readout plane, are
measured either by a picoammeter or, for electrodes at HV, by a voltage drop on a 10 MO resistor.
The same experimental arrangement is also used to
study ion transparency and ion feedback.

3. Electron transparency
Electron transparency is measured by computing the ratio of the current on the readout
electrode to the total electron current (sum of
GEM upper, GEM lower and readout plane
electrode). Results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for
a weak ð50 V=cmÞ and a stronger ð150 V=cmÞ drift
ﬁeld in Ar-DME(9:1) gas. In a weak drift ﬁeld the
electron transparency is larger as fewer electric
ﬁeld lines terminate on the GEM upper electrode.
Even in the stronger drift ﬁeld an electron
transparency as high as 50% is obtained. Electron
transparency for a reduced argon ratio (Ar:DME
7:3), for pure argon, and for pure DME is
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gible, approximately 90% of electrons reach the
readout plane. This value is comparable to that
found with a CERN GEM [9].

4. Ion transparency

Fig. 2. The four electrode currents, the total electron current
and the electron transparency as a function of potential
difference across the GEM in Ar:DME 9:1. The drift ﬁeld is
50 V=cm and the transfer ﬁeld is 2:5 kV=cm:

Fig. 3. The four electrode currents, the total electron current
and the electron transparency as a function of potential
difference across the GEM in Ar:DME 9:1. The drift ﬁeld is
150 V=cm and the transfer ﬁeld is 2:5 kV=cm:

measured and displayed in Fig. 4 along with the
previous measurements from Figs. 2 and 3 for
comparison. In gas mixtures with a higher ratio of
argon, or pure argon, electron transverse diffusion
is large and therefore electrons become neutralised
on the GEM lower electrode. In consequence, the
electron transparency becomes small. Conversely
in pure DME, where electron diffusion is negli-

Until now ions have rarely been used as drifting
charge carriers in gas detectors; however, the
recent introduction of the negative ion TPC [10]
makes a measurement of the GEM ion transparency of interest. To measure ion transparency we
reverse the polarity of all electrodes (i.e. positive to
negative and negative to positive) to reverse the
electric ﬁeld vector in the detector. In this modiﬁed
arrangement, ions created in the drift volume drift
towards the GEM, pass through it and reach the
readout electrode. Ion transparency is measured
by computing the ratio of the (ion) current on the
readout electrode to the total ion current (sum of
GEM upper, GEM lower1 and readout electrode)
in both pure Ar and Ar:DME 7:3 and the results
are displayed in Fig. 5. As expected, there is very
little difference in the ion transparency in the two
gases because the heavy negative ion paths in the
gas are determined mostly by the electric ﬁeld lines
with transverse diffusion playing a negligible role.
The ion transparency reported here is somewhat
better than that for a CERN GEM [9]. However,
we speculate that this difference is unlikely to be
real, and may be due to a different anode and drift
electrode geometry between this work and [9].

5. Ion feedback
Once gas ampliﬁcation begins in the GEM, ions
created in the GEM holes are collected either by
the GEM upper electrode (desirable) or follow the
electric ﬁeld lines into the drift volume before
being neutralised by the drift electrode. Therefore,
ion feedback is very sensitive to the strength of the
drift ﬁeld. Ion feedback is measured by computing
the ratio of the drift current (ions) to the readout
plane current (electrons). The experimental
1
The GEM lower current is not measurably different from
zero in this conﬁguration.
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Fig. 4. The electron transparency as a function of potential difference across the GEM in a variety of gases. The drift ﬁeld is 150 V=cm
and the transfer ﬁeld is 2:5 kV=cm:

Fig. 5. The ion transparency as a function of potential
difference across the GEM in pure argon and in Ar:DME
7:3. The drift ﬁeld is 150 V=cm; and the transfer ﬁeld is
1:5 kV=cm:

gas gain. (The effective gas gain is the product of
the real GEM gain and the electron transparency.)
The gas mixture is Ar:DME 9:1 and the transfer
ﬁeld is 2:5 kV=cm: Three values of the drift ﬁeld
have been studied; 150, 1.0 and 2:5 kV=cm: In a
weak drift ﬁeld the ion feedback is small and
sharply declines as the effective gain of the GEM
increase. Extrapolating our measurement we
estimate that the ion feedback is a few per cent
at a gain of 1000. This is a similar value to that
found for a single CERN GEM in Ref. [9]. As the
drift ﬁeld strength increases the ion feedback
grows for a given gas gain. Therefore, the inherent
ion suppression provided by a GEM is only
effective in a weak drift ﬁeld. However, multiple
GEM structures have been shown to provide large
additional ion suppression when the electric ﬁelds
are judiciously chosen [11].

6. Summary
arrangement was identical to that used for the
measurement of electron transparency. The result
is displayed in Fig. 6 as a function of the effective

Using a simple experimental apparatus consisting of a single GEM with drift and readout planes
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Fig. 6. The ion feedback as a function of effective gas gain for three values of the drift ﬁeld. The gas mixture is Ar:DME 9:1 and the
transfer ﬁeld is 2:5 kV=cm:

irradiated above the GEM parallel to the GEM
surface, we have measured electron and ion
transparency of a mass-produced GEM in various
gas mixtures and drift ﬁeld. In gases with small
transverse diffusion (higher DME content or pure
DME), the electron transparency is 60–90%
dependent on the gas mixture. The electron
transparency is reduced in mixtures with a higher
argon content due to increased transverse diffusion. Ion transparency is measured to be 90% and
is independent of gas mixture since the role of
diffusion is negligible. The 3M GEM is an efﬁcient
suppressor of ion feedback in a weak drift ﬁeld
where only a few per cent of ions return to the drift
volume at high effective gas gain. At larger drift
ﬁelds the suppression of ion feedback becomes less
effective. Combining a GEM with a MicroMEGAS or using a multiple GEM structure is an
effective way to achieve strong ion feedback
suppression at high gas gain.
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